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Abstract:
The importance of documentation is never so apparent than in community cultural
collections. The personal stories and geographical histories of a cultural item is paramount to
its placement within a museum display and its influence on museum visitors. This is the
object’s biography. This thesis explores the possibility of creating a comprehensive
biography for items, which have been disassociated with their histories and lack social and
cultural contexts. A case study of nineteen sweetheart badges and five dies held in the RSL
LifeCare War Museum demonstrates the feasibility of this practice. Drawing on a
multidisciplinary approach, literature, interviews and material analysis are brought together to
produce a historical, social and cultural context for the badges. Secondary literature places
the objects in the historical contexts of the Second World War and the art being produced.
While primary knowledge gained from interviews with Second World War veterans and
museum professionals gives an insight into previously unknown manufacturing techniques
and social motivations. The biography created, while generalised from similar items, draws
heavily on original data, producing an invaluable understanding of the sweetheart badges, and
providing future RSL LifeCare War Museum visitors with an object biography that reflects
the badges’ significance.
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